
Operation Manual 
VN-603 

Congratulation on your new Deposit Welding Machine. We hope you will enjoy the 

machine and benefit the most from the machine. We therefore recommend you read this 

manual carefully before using the equipment. 

Kindly contact us, if you need any assistance in operating the machine. We welcome all 

suggestions that can improve the machine performance. 









Mode 2 i s  generally recommend as a base setting for all kinds of repairs. You can add or 
lower the settings to get satisfactory performance. 

Mode2 

Frequency Voltage Ampere Vibration 

7 7 3 6 

Mode 3 is recommended for fast repair with steel stick. This is a new and unique mode of 
VN-603. 

Frequency Voltage Ampere Vibration 
Mode3 

8 8 7 

Mode 4 is recommended for super fast repair with steel stick. But·the repair surface will be 

quite rough. 

Frequency Voltage Ampere Vibration 
Mode4 

9 9 7 

@ Pulse frequency. If you set frequency high, the.machine deposits more pulses every second. 

So the weld work will be faster, but the density will be looser. 

@ Pulse voltage. If you set voltage high, the pulse energy will be acute and concentrated. 

If you set voltage low, the pulse release will be softer and gentle. 

® Pulse Current. If you set current high, the material welded each time will be bigger. 

So the repair work will be faster, but the material will be loose. 

CT) Vibration adjust. You can adjust vibration level. Usually the default level will be good. But for 

special filler specifications, you may add or lower levels. 

@ Vibration Indicator. Usually, you should get 5-7 lights. If you only get four lights or even less, 

pis check connection (of filler-collet-handpiece, and filler length). Sometimes, when a filler is 

about 50mm long, you can get bad vibration. Cut the filler by 3mm and re-start. 

® Torch/Hand piece plug in 

U) Ground cable plug in.



7 Good vibration - Very Important 

Good vibration is vital to the work efficiency of the depositing process. There are several factors 

that may affect the vibrating status. 

1. Filler-collet-handpiece connection. Pls make sure the connection is good, every time you start to

use the machine, and re-check whenever you feel vibration is weakening.

Filler-Collet-Handpiece connection 

( ) ( ) 

C ) c::::J 

( ) ( ) 

@ ® ® CD 
CDFiller @Collet @Screw @Wrench @Spanner 

@Handpiece (main body) (])Handpiece (cap) ® connecting cable 

The screw is used to fasten the collect. The screw should not tough the filler. Always use screws of 

the same specification, not bigger, nor longer. 

2. Filler adjustment.

We recommend that you bend the filler as below, if operating space allows. If you need to repair

in a narrow space, it can also work fine without bending. But usually bent fillers can repair more 

stable and fast. (Bending 60-90 degrees at 1/3 of the filler) 
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